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Stabilization of transverse solitary waves by a nonlocal response of the nonlinear medium
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Optical pumping of atomic vapors can lead to self-focusing of resonant laser beams. The saturation of
the optical pumping process at low intensity allows the study of transverse solitons in the form of self-
trapped laser beams, using low-power cw lasers. The long lifetime of the optically pumped atoms allows
the atomic diffusion to transport the excitation away from the interaction region. Numerical simulations
show that the resulting nonlocal response of the medium represents an important mechanism that stabi-
lizes the self-trapped beam. The theoretical predictions are confirmed by experimental results from sodi-
um vapor.

PACS number(s): 42.65.Jx, 42.5O.Rh

Self-focusing of laser beams in nonlinear optical media
[1-3] is one of the best examples of spontaneous forma-
tion of (spatially) localized structures due to nonlinear
processes. Self-focusing occurs if the total index of re-
fraction increases with the laser intensity, as in many
Kerr media. Laser beams with Gaussian intensity
profiles then induce a refractive index profile, which has
the same effect as a convex lens, thereby counteracting
the normal effect of diffraction. When the two effects
cancel each other, the beam can propagate without
diffraction; it is then said to be self-trapped [4,5]. Since
both the Kerr effect leading to self-focusing and the op-
posing tendency of light to diffract are indirectly propor-
tional to the cross-sectional area of the beam, the self-
trapped state is unstable in ideal three-dimensional Kerr
media [3,6]. If the laser intensity is below a critical inten-
sity that depends on the nonlinearity of the medium, the
beam diffracts as usual. Above the critical intensity, the
beam self-focuses to an area of the dimension of the opti-
cal wavelength [7], unless damage to the material stops
the process [2]. At the critical intensity, the beam can
propagate without diffracting, but arbitrarily small per-
turbations cause it to fall into either of the two other re-
gimes. In two-dimensional systems, such as planar
waveguides, self-trapped beams can be stable and lead to
nondiffracting beams [8-l0]. In analogy to other stable,
localized solutions of nonlinear wave equations, such
self-trapped beams have been called “spatial solitary
waves” or “transverse solitons.”

While Derrick’s theorem [6] precludes the existence of
stable, time-independent solutions of nonlinear wave
equations that are localized in more than one spatial di-
mension, it is well known [3] that laser beams can be
self-trapped in three-dimensional media, when the index
of refraction does not increase indefinitely with intensity,
but saturates before the material suffers laser-induced
damage. In such a medium, the laser beams can become
localized in the two transverse dimensions. In general, its
diameter is not time independent, but shows characteris-
tic oscillations that reflect the competing effects of self-
focusing and diffraction [3, 1 1,12]. This saturation effect
had already been proposed as the relevant mechanism for
the formation of the small-scale filaments that tend to

form in many self-focusing processes after the collapse of
the beam [13]. For the implementation of such a scheme,
resonant atomic media offer several advantages: due to
the resonant enhancement of the interaction, nonlinear
effects appear at low intensities. Also, the nonlinear
refractive-index change can easily be saturated, even with
a low-power (< 100 mW) cw laser. In addition, the non-
linear optical properties are of the same order of magni-
tude as the linear effect and both the linear and nonlinear
contributions can be adjusted by tuning the laser frequen-
cy close to an optical transition frequency. Atomic va-
pors, in particular, have the additional advantage of be-
ing essentially immune to damage and allow large varia-
tions of the refractive index by changing the particle den-
sity through the temperature.

Early demonstrations of this type of experiment were
reported by Grischkowsky [14] and by Bjorkholm and
Ashkin [5], who used cw lasers to achieve not only self-
focusing, but also self-trapping. Subsequent work by oth-
er groups improved the understanding of these experi-
ments by treating the atomic medium as an ensemble of
two-level atoms [ 15- 18]. Yabuzaki, Hori, and Kitano
[ 19] suggested that optical pumping with circularly polar-
ized light should cause self-focusing at even lower power.
We have implemented this scheme for the generation of
transverse solitary waves in a three-dimensional medium.
In our setup, atomic sodium serves as the nonlinear medi-
um. A circularly polarized laser beam, tuned close to the
D1 transition, optically pumps the Na atoms. If the laser
frequency is blue detuned, where the index of refraction
is less than unity, the optical pumping increases the total
index of refraction at the center of the beam, as required
for self-focusing. However, since the optical pumping
process cannot increase the index of refraction above uni-
ty, the nonlinearity saturates and the self-trapped state is
stabilized.

For a theoretical description of this process, we start
from the usual nonlinear wave equation in the paraxial
wave approximation
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where Ae@ represents the slowly varying complex field
amplitude, k the wave vector, no the linear refractive in-
dex, and VL refers to the transverse coordinates r,@. In a
homogeneous system, obtical  pumping changes the re-
fractive index n = no + An by

An =~l-nohAz/~aAz+~o~, (31

where a A2 represents the optical pumping rate and y.
the rate at which the atomic polarization decays [20-221.
The induced index change An is therefore in the range
0 5 An 5 1 -no. If the laser is blue detuned from an opti-
cal resonance frequency, the linear refractive index no is
smaller than unity, no < 1, and An is positive. The phase
velocity is therefore smallest in_ the center _of the beam
and self-focusing is possible. In addition, the refractive
index cannot exceed unity, since An saturates for high
enough intensity, a A ’ >> yp

In the actual experiment, we also have to take the
effect of atomic motion into account. If the mean-free
path of the atoms is small compared to the diameter of
the laser beam, we can describe the motion as a diffusion
process. The refractive index change is then determined
by the equation

where D represents the diffusion constant. Through the
diffusion term, the index depends now not only on the lo-
cal field amplitude, but also on a spatially averaged inten-
sity.

Figure 1 illustrates this effect:’ Figure l(a) shows the
connection between the laser intensity and the refractive
index for the case of a local response of the medium: the
nonlinear index change extends over the same spatial re-
gion as the laser beam. Figure l(b) shows the contrasting
effect due to atomic diffusion: in ‘this case, the index

FIG. 1. Local (a) and nonlocal (b) response elan cptically
nonlinear medium. The left-hand part shows schematically the
case of a solid or an atomic gas with a short lifetime of the non-
linearity; the right-hand part shows the effect of diffusion for
two different relaxation rates. -

change extends well beyond the laser-beam diameter.
The iffect of diffusion on the resulting index profile can
be shown most directly by making the following assump-
tions: (1) the laser beam has a cylindrical intensity profile
with radius r. and propagates along the axis of a cylindri-
cal cell of radius R. (2) The relaxation vanishes inside the
sample volume, but is instant on the surface of the sample
ceil, i.e., yo=O, An (R,t)=O. (3) The optical pump rate is
sufficiently large that the index change An within the
laser beam reaches the maximum possible value
An m?&=l-?z(J. In this case, the resulting index profile
has a logarithmic dependence on the distance from the
laser beam,

These_ assumptions are sufficiently close to actual experi-
mental conditions that the index profile is a good approx-
imation to an experimental one.

A nonvanishing relaxation rate y. reduces the effect of
diffusion. The second curve in Fig. l(b) illustrates this for
a relaxation rate yo=500 set-*; the resulting index
profile has become visibly narrower compared to the case
without diffusion. Note that the origin of the JJ axes is
not the same for the three curves in this part of the
figure. Both index profiles reach zero at the walls of the
sample cell [23] and the same maximum at the center.
The physical mechanism causing these relaxation pro-
cesses can include collisions with buffer-gas atoms [24].
However, under typical experimental conditions used for
self-focusing experiments, other effects are considerably
more effective. In particular, the high number densities
required for effective self-focusing lead to significant
radiation-trapping effects, which contribute to the relaxa-
tion rate [23,25].

The effect of diffusion depends therefore on the relative
size of the diffusion rate D and the relaxation rate yo. A
good estimate of the cross-sectional area A of the in-
duced waveguide is A D /yo. For the example shown
in Fig. 1, we used the experimentally determined value
for the dijfusion constant D =5X 10v3 m2sec-‘, and a
relaxation rate yo=500 set-*.,  With these values, the
above estimate yields an effective cross section A =O. 1
cm2, corresponding to a radius of 1.8 mm, in good agree-

*rnent >ith the calculated profile. The radius -of the in-
duced waveguide can therefore become much larger than
the radius of the laser beam, which was set to 0.1 mm in
the calculation. Since this effect depends on the relaxa-
tion rate yo, it is effective only for optical nonlinearities
due to ground-state polarization. If the optical non-
linearity is due to saturation of an optical transition
[14,5], the decay rate y. of the refractive index profile is
the relaxation rate of the excited-state population. For a

~strong optical transition, the range of the medium
response is then limited to a few micrometers, some three
orders of magnitude less than in the case considered here.

To show the effects of this nonlocal response on the
self-trapping dynamics, we have numerically integrated
the equations of motion (11, (21, and (4), using the follow-
ing  parameters~:  k =10.66 pm-’ (Na DI t r a n s i t i o n ) ,
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no = 1-7 X 10m5, and the incident laser-beam amplitude
was a plane wave with Gaussian cross section and a beam
diameter of 36 pm [full width at half-maximum
(FWHM)]. The maximum pump rate was chosen as
oAmax=3X107 set-‘, corresponding to an intensity of 2
kW cmm2 at a normalized laser detuning of b = 5 [22], or
a laser-beam power of 26 mW. The relaxation rate y.
was set to the experimentally observed value of 104 set-‘,
corresponding to a diffusion-induced width of the
waveguide of qFc,=400 pm, an order of magnitude
larger than the laser-beam diameter. In Fig. 2, we show
the effect on the self-focusing process: the absolute value
of the laser amplitude is plotted as a function of the dis-
tance from the center of the laser beam. Successive
traces correspond to cross sections farther into the medi-
um. The data in Fig. 2Ca) illustrate the case of purely lo-
cal response of the system, corresponding to a vanishing
diffusion constant. In this case, the initially Gaussian
shape of the laser beam is apparently unstable; it
separates into a ring structure whose diameter increases
as the beam propagates farther into the medium. Similar
structures are well known from self-focusing experiments
in dielectric solids [3]. The data shown in Fig. 2(b) were
calculated with identical parameters, except that the
diffusion coefficient was now set to the experimentally
determined value of D =5000  pm’/psec.  In this case,
the laser beam remains stable, apart from a small ampli-
tude oscillatory motion of the beam shape. This qualita-
tively different behavior is apparently due to the nonlocal
response of the atomic medium, which stabilizes the
transverse beam profile.

This stabilization effect can be understood qualitatively
by considering that the diffusion process is an efficient de-
cay process for small structures, but relatively inefficient
for larger structures. As a result, the optical pumping
process induces a waveguide that is smoother than it
would be in the absence of atomic motion, thereby
preventing the beam from breaking apart. In addition,

(a 1 local response
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FIG. 2. Propagation of a laser beam in a medium with local
response (a) and an atomic vapor with diffusive atomic motion
tb). The absolute value of the laser-beam amplitude is plotted as
a function of the distance from the center of the laser beam as it

the width of the waveguide can be larger than the width
of the laser beam, resulting in better confinement of the
beim. The existence of these stable solutions is not a
contradiction of Derrick’s theorem [6], although these
two-dimensional structures are stable against the scaling
perturbations considered by Derrick. Not only are the
solutions time dependent, but the conditions considered
here do not agree with the assumptions used by Derrick:
for the proof of his theorem, Derrick assumed that the
refractive index depends only on the local intensity.

For the calculation presented here, we have chosen
An > 0, corresponding to blue detuning. Since A n
changes sign when the laser is tuned through resonance,
we expect self-defocusing for red detuning; this has
indeed been found in an analogous calculation. While the
calculations presented here assumed an ideal lossless
atomic medium, we expect, of course, additional effects,
such as absorption losses, to influence the process in the
real medium.

For an experimental observation of these effects, we
used a setup that is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The
atomic medium, sodium vapor in our system, was con-
tained in a heated cylindrical glass cell with a diameter of
25 mm and a length of 40 mm. To obtain a homogeneous
optical resonance line, and to reduce the diffusion rate,
150 mbar of argon was added as a buffer gas; the col-
lisional broadening caused a homogeneous linewidth of
1.7 GHz, somewhat larger than the Doppler width.
Three orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz coils were used to
cancel the Earth’s magnetic field and to genertite an ad-
justable magnetic field as a control for the loss mecha-
nisms that counteract the optical pumping process. The
magnetic field therefore provides the possibility to adjust
the laser intensity at which the optical nonlinearity satu-
rates, and simultaneously the distance over which
diffusion is effective. The laser beam was derived from a
single-mode cw ring dye laser (short-term linewidth
< 500 kHz1 whose frequency was tuned close to the
Na Dl line (x=589.6 nm). The laser beam was circularly
polarized, and it was focused on the entrance window of
the Na cell (beam waist =33 pm FWHMJ. The exit win-
dow of the Na cell was imaged onto a linear photodiode
array, thereby enlarging the linear dimensions by a factor
of 4. The dark-shaded area in Fig. 3 corresponds to the
path of the self-focused beam, while the light-shaded area
shows. the propagation of the beam in a linear medium.
The detector output was digitized and transferred to a
computer for data storage and analysis.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.
P= polarizer, k/4= retardation plate, B=adjustable magnetic
field, L,,2 =lenses:  L, focuses the incident beam onto the en-
trance window of the Na cell, while L2 images the exit window
onto the photodiode array DA. The dark-shaded region shows
the beam path with self-trapping; the light-shaded and dashed

propagates into the medium. area corresponds to the free beam.
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Instead of measuring the beam profile as a function of
the cell length, as in the theoretical results of Fig. 2, we
measured the beam profile behind a cell of constant di-
mensions, but increased the effective optical path length
by raising the cell temperature and thereby the particle
density. In this way, the onset of self-focusing could easi-
ly be observed, as shown inFig* 4, where the observed
beam profile is plotted for different cell temperatures: the
curves in Fig. 4(aJ show the observed beam profiles at
three different temperatures, while the data of Fig. 4(b)
represent the measured beamwidths (FWHM) over a
range of temperatures. For these measurements, the laser
frequency was kept constant, at A=10 GHz above the
resonance frequency, and the external magnetic field was
set to zero. A 45-mW laser beam was focused onto the
entrance window, resulting in an intensity of 7 kW cm-‘,
an order of magnitude above the observed critical intensi-
ty. The beam diameters were determined from the d~igi-
tized data and the geometrical enlargement by the imag-
ing system was taken into account to calculate the beam
diameter at the exit window that is plotted in the figure.
The data clearly show the decrease of the beam diameter
for increasing temperature, demonstrating the increasing
importance of self-focusing as the refractive-index change
increases. Above 205 ‘C, a further temperature increase
does not cause an additional decrease of the beam diame-
ter, indicating saturation of the self-focusing process and
a stable, self-trapped beam. The shallow minimum at
205 “C may indicate a soliton oscillation.

In order to verify that the observed effect is indeed due
to optical-pumping-induced changes of the refractive in-
dex, we measured the laser frequency dependence of the
beam diameter at the exit window. The results are sum-
marized in Fig. 5, where the measured beam profile at the
exit window of the Na cell is shown for different laser fre-
quencies. The squares indicate the width of the laser
beam (FWHM) while the insets show full beam profiles at
three representative wavelengths. The dotted vertical
line indicates the position of the absorption maximum.
As discussed above, the effect of the optical pumping pro-
cess on the index of refraction is to bring it closer to 1.
Because the index of refraction of a thin resonant medi-

II -

trapped, but split up into partial beams or formed ring

T=208V
2no )lm structures. These observations are in qualitative agree-

temperature (V) %ent --with theoretical predictions of magnetic-field-
.>

detector position
~- --- induced beam displacements [30].1_&. ~~

The self-trapping of light in resonant media is, of

FIG. 4. (a) Beam profiles for three different temperatures cor- course, limited by absorption losses that were not explic-
responding to different (nonlinear) optical path lengths; the laser itly considered here. Due to the different dependence of
is blue detuned from the Na D, transition CA=10 GHzJ. Cbj absorption losses (quadratic) and dispersive effects (linear)
Beam diameter (FWHM) at the exit window as a function of on the optical detuning, these losses can be reduced by in-
temperature. creasing- the laser detuning. Within our scheme, they

589.15

wavelength (nm)

589.80

FIG. 5. Beam diameter (FWHM) of the laser beam at the exit
window as a function of the laser wavelength (black squares).
The insets show three different beam profiles for the wave-
lengths indicated by the arrows. The line through the squares is
intended as a guide to the eye and does not represent a theoreti-
cal curve.

urn is smaller than 1 for blue-detuned light, and larger
than 1 on the red-detuned side, optical pumping induces
a positive An at shorter wavelengths and a negative An
for longer wavelengths. We therefore expect the laser
beam to self-focus on the blue side and self-defocus on the
red side. Obviously, the experimental data are in good
agreement with this qualitative argument: the beam be-
comes self-trapped on the blue side of the resonance,
while it self-defocuses when the laser is detuned to the
red. The horizontal dashed line indicates the limit that is
reached far off resonance. This frequency dependence
shows clearly that dispersive effects are the cause of the
reduced beam diameter. The same overall behavior was
also observed with direct optical saturation [5]. Absorp-
tive effects, which can also contribute [26-291,  may be-
come important near the center of the resonance line;
they may be responsible for the fact that on resonance,
where intensity-dependent changes of the refractive index
should vanish, the beamwidth still appears to be nar-
rower than far from resonance.

The results presented here were obtained with a small
longitudinal magnetic field to stabilize the optical-
pumping-induced magnetization in the sodium atoms.
Applying transverse fields instead caused a significant de-
crease of the transmitted light intensity, a clear indication
that the effect is induced by optical pumping. Apart
from the intensity, transverse magnetic fields also affected
the shape of the transmitted laser beam, an effect that
was especially striking when the beam was no longer
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cannot be eliminated completely, since they are part of
the optical pumping process that generates the nonhnear-
ity; however, the beam traveling inside the self-induced
waveguide experiences a considerably reduced absorp-
tion, compared to the case of linear propagation. More
sophisticated methods to reduce absorption, while keep-
ing dispersive effects high, are also known [31,32] and
may be applicable to self-trapped beams.

The experimental results reported here were measured
under conditions where a single, stable beam was ob-
served behind the interaction region. However, during
our experiments, we also found parameter ranges where
the beam profile appeared to be unstable. We observed
ring structures, splitting of the beam into two partial
beams, as well as more complicated structures. These in-
stabilities resemble closely the kaleidoscopic spatial insta-
bilities which Grantham et al. observed by introducing
aberrations into the beam [33]. They indicate that the
stabilization of the self-trapped beam by the saturation
process and t.he nonlinear response of the medium is
effective only in a limited parameter range. Within this

parameter range, however, self-trapped beams cannot
only propagate with an invariant cross section, but it is
even possible that beams with different polarizations
bounce off each other [34].

In conclusion, we have presented theoretical and ex-
perimental results demonstrating the generation of trans-
verse solitary waves in the form of stable, self-trapped
laser beams in a three-dimensional medium. The non-
linear response of the medium was induced by optical
pumping, which requires only very small laser intensity.
The nonlinearity saturates when the medium is fully po-
larized, thereby preventing the beam from collapsing. In
addition, we have identified the nonlocal response of the
medium due to the atomic motion as an important factor
that stabilizes the beam profile. A relatively simple mod-
el appears to give a qualitatively correct description of
the experimentally observed results.
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